
AN ARGUMENT AGAINST WOMEN BEING ALLOWED TO PLAY ON MALE

SPORTS TEAMS

The physicality argument is not valid for all sports Women should be allowed to compete against men in professional
sports since, like in men's who are good enough will be drafted to a particular team and will get the chance to play.

Check out our Privacy and Content Sharing policies for more information. To explore some of the issues
associated with having girls playing with boys, read and listen to the interactive scenario. After day one of
training camp, I seriously questioned what I was doing. They were wrong. Your name. If women were to
compete against men, men would have an unfair advantage from the beginning; the winner would most likely
be decided before the competition even began. I even made a point-blank save. My hands quicker. They are
equal but they are different. The same can be said for hockey. All that matters is keeping the ball out of the
net. I barged into the locker room, claimed my spot on one of the benches and plopped my bags down. I was
ready to be knocked around and tackled in the box more than I was used to â€¦ maybe concede more goals
than I ever had in my life. My coaches told me that the boys were going to start showering in the locker room.
The area is not clear cut and has been tested in court with different results. But at the very least, I will walk
away knowing that those guys on the team saw me for who I really am: A professional female athlete. My
parents were always telling me how much of a brute I was. He told me that when he went to chat with league
officials about signing me, he got nothing but pushback. So I quit and joined a soccer team with a bunch of my
girlfriends. Being with them was just simpler, you know? The 21st century is one where people constantly
fight for equality. It was like some fantasy had ended. So I took a four-month break from soccer to get my
mind right. We'll take a look right away. And the cool thing was that every day I could feel my legs getting
stronger. But I kept going. You spend all this time amping up for this amazing moment. Let professional male
tennis players play against women. Made my goalkeeper throw the ball right into my own net. Our society
must not put up with it anymore. I can't get rid of them. These protests once again spark the subject of gender
inequality in all professional sports , questioning everything from the gender wage gap between sports teams
to whether or not sports should be gender-segregated at all.


